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(54) JUNCTION BOX AND OFFSHORE POWER GENERATION SYSTEM USING JUNCTION BOX

(57) A junction box for heavy-duty marine use includ-
ing for mobile electrical generation platforms includes a
protecting case, an anchoring device, a cable connector,
an optical unit connection box, an optical fiber connector,
and an electrical connector. The cable connector and the
optical unit connection box are received in the protecting
case, the other components being mounted on the pro-
tecting case. A power generation system disclosed in-
cludes the above junction box. The junction box and the
power generation system have high mechanical perform-
ance and sealing performance by virtue of the anchoring
device, the cable connector, the optical unit connection
box, the optical fiber connector, and the electrical con-
nector.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The subject matter herein generally relates to
electrical junction boxes, especially relates to a junction
box suitable for use in marine engineering and an off-
shore power generation system using the junction box.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Offshore oil and gas, wave energy, and dynamic
platforms have become widespread. Offshore power
generation platforms which are mobile play an important
role in the future use of new energy sources, such as
wave power generation which uses offshore tidal energy
to generate electricity. Long-term operations at sea and
in an ocean environment may be problematic for junction
boxes to establish reliable connections for cables at sea.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In order to solve the above technical problems,
the present disclosure provides an electronic junction box
having high connection reliability and an offshore power
generation system using the electronic junction box.
[0004] A junction box comprising: a protecting case;
an anchoring device; a cable connector; an optical unit
connection box; an optical fiber connector; and an elec-
trical connector; wherein each of the cable connector and
the optical unit connection box is received in the protect-
ing case, each of the anchoring device, the optical fiber
connector and the electrical connector is mounted on the
protecting case.
[0005] In one embodiment, the protecting case com-
prises a main body and a cover fixed to an end of the
main body, the anchoring device is fixed at an end of the
main body away from the cover, the cable connector and
the optical unit connection box are received in the main
body, and the optical fiber connector and the electrical
connector are mounted on the cover.
[0006] In one embodiment, the anchoring device com-
prises a fixing member and two wire passing members
connected to the fixing member, the fixing member de-
fines a line channel, each of the two wire passing mem-
bers defines a wire passing hole.
[0007] In one embodiment, the fixing member compris-
es a positioning portion, a protrusion protruding from one
end of the positioning portion, and a connecting portion
connected to the other end of the positioning portion, the
line channel penetrates the positioning portion, the pro-
trusion and the connecting portion.
[0008] In one embodiment, the junction box further
comprises a fixing plate, the fixing plate is received in the
protecting case and is fixed to the cover, the cable con-
nector and the optical unit connection box are mounted
on the fixing plate.
[0009] In one embodiment, the cable connector com-

prises a front joint, a rear joint, a sleeve interface, an
intermediate joint, a plug head, and a closing head cover,
the sleeve interface and the intermediate joint are re-
spectively positioned at both ends of the front joint, the
sleeve interface and the intermediate joint are connected
by a stud bolt, the intermediate joint and the plug head
are respectively disposed at two ends of the rear joint,
the intermediate joint and the plug head are connected
by the other stud bolt, the closing head cover is sealed
at an end of the plug head away from the rear joint.
[0010] In one embodiment, the optical unit connection
box comprises a disk tray and two fixing members re-
spectively disposed at two ends of the disk tray, the disk
tray comprises a disk body and a lid that is covered on
the disk body, the fixing member is configured to fix ca-
bles, and the disk tray is configured to receive optical
fibers.
[0011] In one embodiment, the fixing member compris-
es a fixing head, two sleeves connected to the fixing
head, and two sealing members positioned in the two
sleeves, the fixing head is fixed to the disk body.
In one embodiment, A offshore power generation system
comprising: at least one power generation platform; and
above junction box; wherein optical cables of the power
generating platform are connected to the optical fiber
connector of the junction box, and electronic cables of
the power generating platform are connected to the elec-
trical connector, and the cable connector is connected
to the electronic cables entering from the anchoring de-
vice, and the optical unit connection box is connected
the optical cables entering from the anchoring device.
[0012] In one embodiment, the power generation plat-
form is a wave energy generator.
[0013] The offshore power generation system realizes
connection of the one or more power generation plat-
forms through the cable and the junction box to form a
chain or mesh power generation system. The anchoring
device, the cable connector, the optical unit connection
box, the fiber connector, and the electrical connector,
ensure high structural and sealing performance of the
cables in the junction box.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Implementations of the present technology will
now be described, by way of embodiments with reference
to the attached figures.

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an offshore power gen-
eration system according to an embodiment.
FIG. 2 is an isometric view of a junction box according
to an embodiment in the system of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is an isometric view of a part of the junction
box in FIG. 2.
FIG. 4 is an exploded cross-sectional view of a cable
connector according to an embodiment in the junc-
tion box.
FIG. 5 is a lateral view of an optical unit connection
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box according to an embodiment in the junction box.
FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view of a part of the optical
unit connection box in FIG. 5.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] It will be appreciated that for simplicity and clar-
ity of illustration, where appropriate, reference numerals
have been repeated among the different figures to indi-
cate corresponding or analogous elements. In addition,
numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide
a thorough understanding of the embodiments described
herein. However, it will be understood by those of ordi-
nary skill in the art that the embodiments described herein
can be practiced without these specific details. In other
instances, methods, procedures, and components have
not been described in detail so as not to obscure the
related relevant feature being described. Also, the de-
scription is not to be considered as limiting the scope of
the embodiments described herein. The drawings are
not necessarily to scale, and the proportions of certain
parts may be exaggerated to show details and features
of the present disclosure better. The disclosure is by way
of embodiments and not by way of limitation in the figures
of the accompanying drawings, in which like references
indicate similar elements. It should be noted that refer-
ences to "an" or "one" embodiment in this disclosure are
not necessarily to the same embodiment, and such ref-
erences mean "at least one."
[0016] Several definitions that apply throughout this
disclosure will now be presented.
[0017] The term "substantially" is defined to be essen-
tially conforming to the particular dimension, shape, or
other feature that the term modifies, such that the com-
ponent need not be exact. For example, "substantially
cylindrical" means that the object resembles a cylinder,
but can have one or more deviations from a true cylinder.
The term "comprising," when utilized, means "including,
but not necessarily limited to"; it specifically indicates
open-ended inclusion or membership in the so-described
combination, group, series, and the like. The references
"a plurality of’ and "a number of’ mean "at least two."
[0018] FIG. 1 is a schematic view of an offshore power
generation system 1 according to an embodiment. The
offshore power generation system 1 includes at least one
power generation platform 2 positioned at sea, a base
station 3 positioned on the land, a fixing device 4 posi-
tioned at the seabed, at least one junction box 5, and a
plurality of cables 6. The base station 3 includes a sub-
station. The power generation platform 2 is configured
to generate power using marine resources, such as wave
energy. The base station 3 is configured to change the
voltage of the power generated by the power generation
platform 2 to deliver the power onwardly. In the embod-
iment, the number of the power generating platforms 2
shown in FIG. 1 is two. In other embodiments, the number
of the power generating platforms 2 can be one, or three
or more, correspondingly, the number of the junction box-

es 5 can be one, or two or more. In FIG. 1, the number
of the junction boxes 5 is also two. For convenience of
description and understanding, the plurality of cables 6
is defined to include a first cable 601, a second cable
602, a third cable 603, and a fourth cable 604. The first
cable 601 is connected the power generation platform 2
with corresponding junction box 5. The second cable 602
is a dynamic cable connected between two junction box-
es 5. The third cable 603 is a dynamic cable connecting
one of the junction boxes 5 and the fourth cable 604. The
fourth cable 604 is a static cable connecting the third
cable 603 with the base station 3. In the embodiment,
the third cable 603 and the fourth cable 604 are connect-
ed by a joint 401, and the joint 401 is positioned on the
fixing device 4. The fixing device 4 is fixed to the seabed
for positioning the junction of the third cable 603 and the
fourth cable 604. In the embodiment, the offshore power
generation system 1 is a wave power generation system,
and accordingly, the power generation platform 2 is a
wave energy generator. The first cable 601 is a cable of
the generator. The offshore power generation system 1
is not limited to being the wave power generation system,
it can be other power generation system that generates
power by other means. In the embodiment, the offshore
power generation system 1 connects the power genera-
tion platforms 2 (i.e., the two generators) in series to form
a chain or mesh power generation system.
[0019] The offshore power generation system 1 further
includes at least one lifting device 7. The at least one
lifting device 7 is connected to a power generating plat-
form 2 for moving the offshore power generation system
1. The at least one lifting device 7 can be connected to
a body of a generator. Each junction box 5 is mounted
on one of the lifting devices 7. In the embodiment, the
junction box 5 is fixed to one side of the lifting device 7
by a fixing frame 8, and the junction box 5 and the lifting
device 7 are beside each other.
[0020] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the junction box 5
includes a protecting case 10, an anchoring device 20,
a fixing plate 30, a cable connector 40, an optical unit
connection box 50, an optical fiber connector 60, and an
electrical connector 70. The protecting case 10 is hollow
and accommodates the fixing plate 30, the cable con-
nector 40, and the optical unit connection box 50. The
anchoring device 20 is mounted at an end of the protec-
tion casing 10 for fixing cables (such as the second cable
602 and the third cable 603). The fixing plate 30 is fixedly
positioned in the protecting case 10 for positioning the
cable connector 40 and the optical unit connection box
50. The cable connector 40 is fixed to the fixing plate 30
and received in the protecting case 10. The cable con-
nector 40 is a plug-in terminal connector inside the junc-
tion box 5 for ensuring power collection, connection, and
grounded shielding between the dynamic cable and the
power generation platform 2.
[0021] The optical unit connection box 50 is fixed to
the fixing plate 30 and received in the protective case 10
for ensuring communication between the two power gen-
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eration platforms 2, the power generation platform 2, and
the base station 3. The optical fiber connector 60 is
mounted on the protecting case 10, and a part of the
optical fiber connector 60 passes through the protecting
case 10 to be received in the protecting case 10. The
fiber optic connector 60 is an internal communication fib-
er optic plug connector of the power generation platform
2, and is used for ensuring communication between in-
ternal signals of the power generation platform and ex-
ternal control signals. The electrical connector 70 is
mounted on the protecting case 10 for ensuring the con-
nection between the internal power of the power gener-
ating platform 2 and the junction box. Each component
is specifically described.
[0022] In the embodiment, the protecting case 10 is a
substantially hollow cylinder. The protecting case 10 in-
cludes a main body 11 and a cover 13 fixed to an end of
the main body 11. The main body 11 is a hollow cylinder
which is open at both ends. The cover 13 is a circular
plate shape. The cover 13 covers the end of the main
body 11. The cover 13 defines a reserved hole 131 for
infilling with glue or oil when needed. The anchoring de-
vice 20 is fixed to the other end of the main body 11 and
covers the other end of the main body 11. Specifically,
the anchoring device 20 includes a fixing member 21 and
two wire passing members 23 connected to the fixing
member 21. The fixing member 21 is substantially disk-
shaped and is fixed to the other end of the main body 11.
The fixing member 21 includes a positioning portion 211,
a protrusion 213 protruding from one end of the position-
ing portion 211, and a connecting portion 215 connected
to the other end of the positioning portion 211. In the
embodiment, the positioning portion 211, the protrusion
213, and the connecting portion 215 have an integral
structure. The positioning portion 211 is a substantially
cylindrical, and the protrusion 213 extends out of the pe-
ripheral edge of the end of the positioning portion 211.
The connecting portion 215 extends from the other end
of the positioning portion 211 along a longitudinal axis.
The protrusion 213 is substantially disc shaped. The con-
necting portion 215 is substantially conical in shape. The
fixing member 21 defines a line channel 217 that pene-
trates the positioning portion 211, the protrusion 213, and
the connecting portion 215. The line channel 217 in-
cludes a first channel 2171 extending through the posi-
tioning portion 211 and the protrusion 213 and two sec-
ond channels 2173 extending through the connection
portion 215. The two second channels 2173 communi-
cate with the first channel 2171 to form an inverted Y-
shaped channel. A diameter of the first channel 2171 is
larger than a diameter of the second channel 2173. The
line channel 217 allows passage for the cables.
[0023] The two wire passing members 23 are fixed on
the connecting portion 215 of the fixing member 21 and
correspond to the two second passages 2173. Each wire
passing member 23 defines a wire passing hole 231, and
each wire passing hole 231 communicates with the cor-
responding second channel 2173. In the embodiment,

two bundles of cables (such as the second cable 602 and
the third cable 603) pass through the through hole 231
and enter the two second channels 2173 to meet in the
first channel 2171 and enter the protecting case 10. The
cable is fixed and sealed by the anchoring device 20. In
other embodiments, the shape of the protecting case 10
is not limited to one shape and may be, for example, a
rectangular parallelepiped, a cube, an irregular shape,
or the like. In other embodiments, the shape of the an-
choring device 20 is not limited, provided that the cable
can be fixed and sealed.
[0024] The fixing plate 30 is connected to the cover 13
of the protecting case 10 and received in the protecting
case 10 for positioning the cable connector 40 and the
optical unit connection box 50. In the embodiment, the
fixing plate 30 is perpendicular to the cover 13 and offset
from the center of the protecting case 10. The number
of cable connectors 40 is three, each cable connector 40
passes through the fixing plate 30 to be fixed to the fixing
plate 30. The cable connector 40 is configured to connect
the cables. For example, after the second cable 602 and
the third cable 603 are passed through the anchoring
device 20, the cable in the second cable 602 and the
cable in the third cable 603 are respectively inserted into
the corresponding cable connectors 40. In this embodi-
ment, the second cable 602 includes three cables for
insertion into three cable connectors 40. The third cable
603 includes three cables, and the three cables are in-
serted into three cable connectors 40.
[0025] FIG. 4 shows a cable connector 40 according
to an embodiment. The cable connector 40 includes a
front joint 41, a rear joint 42, a sleeve interface 43, an
intermediate joint 44, a plug head 45, a closing head cov-
er 46, and two stud bolts 47. The front joint 41 and the
rear joint 42 are substantially T-shaped for inserting the
cable. The front joint 41 and the rear joint 42 are further
provided with a stress cone 48 for fixing the cable. The
sleeve interface 43 and the intermediate joint 44 are po-
sitioned at the ends of the front joint 41. The sleeve in-
terface 43 and the intermediate joint 44 are connected
by one of the stud bolts 47. The sleeve interface 43 pass-
es through the fixing plate 30. The intermediate joint 44
and the plug head 45 are disposed at the two ends of the
rear joint 42. The intermediate joint 44 and the plug head
45 are connected by the other stud bolt 47. The closing
head cover 46 is sealed at an end of the plug head 45
away from the rear joint 42. The cable connector 40 al-
lows for insertion of two bundles of cables, for example,
one cable of the second cable 602 is inserted into the
front joint 41, and one of the third cables 603 is inserted
into the rear joint 42. The cable connector 40 can also
include a lightning arrestor or lightning guide.
[0026] The number of the optical unit connection boxes
50 is at least one, the same being fixed to the fixing plate
30. In the embodiment, the number of the optical unit
connection boxes 50 is two, one of the optical unit con-
nection boxes 50 being used as a backup. FIG. 5 and
FIG. 6 show an optical unit connection box 50 according
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to an embodiment. The optical unit connection box 50
includes a disk tray 51 and two fixing members 53 dis-
posed at the two ends of the disk tray 51. The disk tray
51 includes a disk body 511 and a lid 513 that covers the
disk body 511. In the embodiment, the disk body 511 has
a substantially elliptical cross section and defines a re-
ceiving space 515. The lid 513 is a substantially elliptical
plate. The lid 513 is fixed to the disk body 511 to cover
the receiving space 515. A fixing block 517 for positioning
the optical fiber is positioned on the bottom of the disk
511. The fixing block 517 can receive and position the
optical fiber by opening a receiving groove. The cable
passes through the fixing member 53 at both ends of the
disk tray 51 so that the optical fibers in the cable can be
fused for onward signal transmission. The fixing member
53 includes a fixing head 531, two sleeves 533 connected
to the fixing head 531, and two sealing members 535
positioned in the two sleeves 533. The fixing head 531
is fixed to the end of the disk body 511 and defines two
fixing holes 5311. The fixing hole 5311 communicates
with the receiving space 515. Two sleeves 533 are in-
serted into the two fixing holes 5311 of the fixing head
531 and fixed to the fixing head 531. An inner wall of
each sleeve 533 defines a receiving groove. The sealing
member 535 is annular and received in the receiving
groove of the sleeve 533. The sleeve 533 allows the cable
to pass through and is sealed by the sealing member 535.
[0027] The fiber optic connector 60 is mounted on the
cover 13 of the protecting case 10 and partially extends
into the protecting case 10. The fiber optic connector 60
can be a connector in prior art for quickly connecting and
unplugging the fiber connection. The electrical connector
70 is also mounted on the cover 13 of the protecting case
10 and partially extends into the protecting case 10 for
access to the cable.
[0028] Taking the junction box 5 which connects the
first cable 601, the second cable 602, and the third cable
603 in FIG. 1 as an example, the first cable 601, the
second cable 602, and the third cable 603 all include
electric cables and optical cables. The electric cable of
the power generating platform 2 connects to the electrical
connector 70 and enters the protecting case 10 to con-
nect to the cable connector 40. The optical cable of the
power generating platform 2 connects to the optical fiber
connector 60 and the optical unit connecting box 50. The
second cable 602 and the third cable 603 pass through
the through hole 231 of the anchoring device 20 to enter
the protecting case 10. The electrical cable of the second
cable 602 and the electrical cable of the third cable 603
are connected to either the front joint 41 or the rear joint
42. In the embodiment, the number of electrical cables
of the second cable 602 and the third cable 603 are in
bundles of six. The two bundles are connected with either
a front joint 41 or a rear joint 42 of the cable connector
40. Correspondingly, the power generation platform 2
has three electrical cables, respectively connected to the
three cable connectors 40, so that the electrical cables
of the power generation platform 2 are electrically con-

nected to the electrical cables of the second cable 602
and the third cable 603. The optical cable of the second
cable 602 and the optical cable of the third cable 603 are
connected to the optical unit connection box 50. The op-
tical cable of the first cable 601 is fused in the disk reel
51 to ensure signal transmission between the power gen-
eration platform 2 and other power generation platforms
2 and the base station 3. In other embodiments, the op-
tical cable of the second cable 602 and the optical cable
of the third cable 603 may be connected by an optical
cable connected between the optical fiber connector 60
and the optical unit connection box 50 instead of being
directly connected to the optical cable of the first cable
601. At this time, the optical cable, the second cable 602,
and the third cable 603 are fused in the disk tray 51.
[0029] The offshore power generation system realizes
connection of the one or more power generation plat-
forms through the cable and the junction box to form a
chain or mesh power generation system. The anchoring
device, the cable connector, the optical unit connection
box, the fiber connector, and the electrical connector,
ensure high structural and sealing performance of the
cables in the junction box. The junction box of the disclo-
sure satisfies the safety load 5T limit working condition
10T by a tensile test, and has no obvious displacement
or slippage after being loaded for 5 minutes at the load
of 20T. After 1 MPa of pressure held for 24 hours a wa-
tertightness test was carried out on the junction box, and
no leakage occurred. A pressure test of 3.5 U0 (about
26 kV 5 min) was also passed.
[0030] The embodiments shown and described above
are only examples. Therefore, many commonly-known
features and details are neither shown nor described.
Even though numerous characteristics and advantages
of the present technology have been set forth in the fore-
going description, together with details of the structure
and function of the present disclosure, the disclosure is
illustrative only, and changes may be made in the detail,
including in matters of shape, size, and arrangement of
the parts within the principles of the present disclosure,
up to and including the full extent established by the broad
general meaning of the terms used in the claims. It will,
therefore, be appreciated that the embodiments de-
scribed above may be modified within the scope of the
claims.

Claims

1. A junction box comprising:

a protecting case;
an anchoring device;
a cable connector;
an optical unit connection box;
an optical fiber connector; and
an electrical connector;
wherein each of the cable connector and the op-
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tical unit connection box is received in the pro-
tecting case, each of the anchoring device, the
optical fiber connector and the electrical connec-
tor is mounted on the protecting case.

2. The junction box of claim 1, wherein the protecting
case comprises a main body and a cover fixed to an
end of the main body, the anchoring device is fixed
at an end of the main body away from the cover, the
cable connector and the optical unit connection box
are received in the main body, and the optical fiber
connector and the electrical connector are mounted
on the cover.

3. The junction box of claim 1 or 2, wherein the anchor-
ing device comprises a fixing member and two wire
passing members connected to the fixing member,
the fixing member defines a line channel, each of
the two wire passing members defines a wire pass-
ing hole.

4. The junction box of claim 3, wherein the fixing mem-
ber comprises a positioning portion, a protrusion pro-
truding from one end of the positioning portion, and
a connecting portion connected to the other end of
the positioning portion, the line channel penetrates
the positioning portion, the protrusion and the con-
necting portion.

5. The junction box of claim 2, wherein the junction box
further comprises a fixing plate, the fixing plate is
received in the protecting case and is fixed to the
cover, the cable connector and the optical unit con-
nection box are mounted on the fixing plate.

6. The junction box of claim 1 or claim 5, wherein the
cable connector comprises a front joint, a rear joint,
a sleeve interface, an intermediate joint, a plug head,
and a closing head cover, the sleeve interface and
the intermediate joint are respectively positioned at
both ends of the front joint, the sleeve interface and
the intermediate joint are connected by a stud bolt,
the intermediate joint and the plug head are respec-
tively disposed at two ends of the rear joint, the in-
termediate joint and the plug head are connected by
the other stud bolt, the closing head cover is sealed
at an end of the plug head away from the rear joint.

7. The junction box of claim 1 or claim 5, wherein the
optical unit connection box comprises a disk tray and
two fixing members respectively disposed at two
ends of the disk tray, the disk tray comprises a disk
body and a lid that is covered on the disk body, the
fixing member is configured to fix cables, and the
disk tray is configured to receive optical fibers.

8. The junction box of claim 7, wherein the fixing mem-
ber comprises a fixing head, two sleeves connected

to the fixing head, and two sealing members posi-
tioned in the two sleeves, the fixing head is fixed to
the disk body.

9. A offshore power generation system comprising:

at least one power generation platform; and
a junction box as claims 1-8;
wherein optical cables of the power generating
platform are connected to the optical fiber con-
nector of the junction box, and electronic cables
of the power generating platform are connected
to the electrical connector, and the cable con-
nector is connected to the electronic cables en-
tering from the anchoring device, and the optical
unit connection box is connected the optical ca-
bles entering from the anchoring device.

10. The offshore power generation system of claim 9,
wherein the power generation platform is a wave en-
ergy generator.
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